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Introduction 

Information infrastructure initiatives have developed in recent years, particularly in 
the natural sciences, with the goal of enabling large-scale scientific collaborations. 
These initiatives are called cyberinfrastructure when considered suitable for 
addressing global-scale scientific challenges. Also referred to as e-Science, e
Research and e-Infrastructure, the initiatives promise profound transformations in 
scientific collaboration: 'They can serve individuals, teams and organizations in 
ways that revolutionize what they can do, how they do it and who participates' (Atkins 
et al. 2003: 2). Among the possibilities provided by new research environments 
based upon cyberinfrastructure, are new opportunities for sharing research data. 
Working with a variety of data collected in mUltiple, heterogeneous settings and 
asking questions requiring synthesis of these data are activities central to field 
intensive research domains such as ecology. Concurrent with cyberinfrastructure 
initiatives, diverse smaller-scale information infrastructure developments are 
producing new understandings of data and data related issues. While large-scale 
data initiatives support access to highly-structured data, infrastructure efforts of 
varied sizes are highlighting significant differences in data practices, methods and 
purposes as well as data types, sampling and analysis. 

Funding agencies today are directing attention to infrastructure elements such 
as massive data collections, comprehensive data catalogs and high-volume data 
streams located at data archives though scientific data efforts are not solely large
scale. Researchers in ecology make use of smaller-scale databases and perSonal 
data amingements to organize and handle research data on a daily basis. Ecological 
data remain closely tied to traditional disciplinary knowledge production for which 
scientists generate and make use of primary data (Leonelli 2007, Michener and 
Brunt 2000). Vet data initiatives today frequently focus on data reuse by multiple 
'others', that is, by researchers outside the project, outside the domain and outside 
the sphere of science itself. These new arrangements are being debated in several 
ways including as new forms of knowledge production (e.g. Gibbons et al. 1994) 
or as 'data-driven science' (Anns and Larsen 2007). Many expectations for data 
sharing are fed by success stories that in the life sciences may be unique and field
specific, e.g. geQo!"ic databases like the Protein Data Bank (Berman, Bourne and 
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Westbrook 2004) rather than being generally representative. The question arises 
as to whether models of data sharing can be borrowed and imported with equal 
success in all scientific arenas, notably the environmental sciences characterized 
by research data and data practices that are highly heterogeneous and complex. 

Often envisioned as a 'little science I research arena, ecology is currently 
undergoing significant changes, particularly in terms of its data practices. New 
insmunentation such as embedded and autonomous sensor networks (Borgman, 
Wallis and Enyedy 2008, Hart and Martinez 2006) provides both unprecedented 
amounts of data and new types of data, thereby requiring development of new 
methods and analysis techniques. Research projects and programs large and small 
are planning synthesis activities assuming integration of disparate data, thus 
confronting scientists with new issues of data interoperability (Baker et al. 2005, 
Ribes et al. 2005). Also, there are new data access policies from funding agencies 
such as the Division of Environmental Biology (DEB) as defined within Grant 
General Conditions of the National Science Foundation (NSF 2009, GAO 2009). 
The policies promote open access to publicly funded research data by requiring 
public data publishing 'within a reasonable time' and involve review criteria that 
require data providers to document their data in new ways. 

This chapter gives an account of on-going changes in the data practices in 
ecology. Though ecological methods include experimentation and manipulation, 
we focus here on field observations. Our first objective is to highlight scientists' 
daily work with research data as an important but under-explored aspect of 
contemporary scientific practice. With the development of technology and of 
the digital realm, there are new insmunents for making measurements, new 
approaches to organizing data and new methods for sharing and publishing data. 
Such developments impact everyday scientific work and data practices. Our 
second objective is to engage with debates> about development of large-scale 
mformation infrastructure projects to support and enhance scientific collaboration. 
More specifically, we ask: How are data practices changing in ecology? Wbat 
are the main challenges in terms of roles and expertise? How can infrastructure 
development support current and emergent data practices as well as enable new 
modes of scientific collaboration? Based on a longitudinal qualitative analysis of 
data practices in one of the largest ecological research communities in the US, 
the Long-Term Ecological Research Network (LTER), we address scientific work 
with complex biological data. From field collection to analysis and curation, we 
consider what is called the 'lifecycle of data' . Within a network science model we 
investigate situated infrastructures and local expertise as critical factors relatm'g to 
data access, data quality and larger-scale cyberinfrastructures. 

We begin by drawing upon work on scientific collaboration and data sharing 
that suggests key issues for ethnographic inquirY. This framework will be used 
to explore data practices in contemporary scientific practice as well as the role 
of information infrastructure and associated expertise in enabling scientific 
collaboration (Collins and Evans 2002, 2007). Next we present our research 
setting and research approach followed by a description of the complexity of 
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ecological data, the data analysis subcycle and current changes in data practices. 
Discussion then turns to the challenges of 'infrastructuring' for supporting 
scientific collaboration. The conclusion explores implications of researching 
the role of infrastructure in supporting scientific collaboration for science and 
technology policy. We consider diverse types of information infrastructure and end 
by suggesting that cyberinJrastructure entails not only large-scale, cross-program 
efforts but also involves development of local-scale, cross-project efforts. 

Collaboration, data sbarlng and Infrastructure 

It is now almost a platitude to say that information and communication technologies 
are transforming the world of research. However, it is also well known that the 
relationship between changes in science and changes in technology is less than 
straightforward (Galison 1997). In this chapter, we are interested in the systems 
and technologies by which scientific collaboration' is achieved and knowledge 
produced. More specifically we are interested in research data, data practices and 
data publication in the context of information technol"!gy developments for the 
support offield science. 

Data - primary research data from field observations and measurements -
are a fundamental component of scientific work.' Data sharing has historically 
been regarded as a distinguishing, collaborative feature of scientific practice in 
providing confirmation of research findings through replication and knowledge 
production, that is, by building on the work of others (Merton 1968). Considered 
an empirical foundation for knowledge production, data play multiple roles in 
science work. One of the most obvious is their direct contribution to the production 
ofscieotific fact; that is, data are used to confirm scientific expectations of various 
kinds and to build oew explanatory frameworks. Data are then regarded as truthful 
representations of the physical world, ' immutable mobiles' to be transportable and 
combinable in Latour's terms (1987, 1990) and as evidence to support scientific 
claims. Less obvious is the social role that data play in contributing to the formation 

We begin with Hackett's definition of scientific collaboration: 'Collaboration 
is a family of purposeful working relationships between two or more people, groups, or 
organizations. Collaborations fonn to share expertise, credibility, material and technical 
resources, symbolic and social capital' (Hackett 2005). Further, we recognize that a variety 
of purposes create a variety of relationship types (Briscoe 2008). 

2 We take Hacking's broad definition of data as any 'marks' produced by a 'data 
generator' (I 992: 48) into the e-science arena using the NSB (2005) focus on data as referring 
'to any infonnation that can be stored in digital fonn, including text, numbers, images, video 
or movies, audio, software, algorithms, equations, animations, models, simulations, etc.' . A 
simple technical definition is as follows: . A reinterpretable representation of information in 
a formalized manner suitable for communication, interpretation, or processing. Examples of 
data include a sequence of bits, a table of numbers, the characters on a page, the recording 
of sounds made by a person speaking, or a moon ~k specimen' (CCSDS 2002: 1-9). 
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and development of scientific communities (Birnholtz and Bietz 2003). Data mean 
different things to different research communities, are used in different ways 
and are assessed unevenly in terms of their 'value' . Data may define boundaries 
between communities, serve as a gateway when access to data becomes a point of 
enlly into a community or act as a status indicator. 

Contemporary cyberinfrastructure initiatives are throwing light on data and 
data pmctices in the sciences in two principal ways: first, in promoting larger-scale 
scientific collabomtion and second, in making new armngements for data sharing 
and more formal digital data publication. Shared data and the data repositories 
within which the data reside bring a new dimension to scientific collabomtion in 
allowing mUltiple researchers, labomtories and institutions to collabomte on the 
creation, use and reuse of very large datasets (NSF 2oo7a). Funding agencies require 
gmnt recipients to make their data public according to a new data access regime 
where 'publicly funded data are intended to be openly available to the maximum 
extent possible' (Aaberger et al. 2004). These initiatives, echoing current global 
trends in academic research where transformations in science organization are 
framed in terms of growth, are referred to as 'supersizing science' (Vermeulen 
2009) or more commonly as 'big science' (price 1963, Weinberg 1967, Fumer 
2003, Borgman, Wallis and Enyedy 2008). Does the focus on data sharing and data 
policy to date over-simplifY problems inherent to working with data? Developing 
understandings of data types, data packaging and data circulation across multiple 
contexts and epistemic cultures point to a need for further investigation (Wouters 
and Schroder 2003, Carleson and Anderson 2007, Knorr Celina 1999, Hilgartner 
1995, Leonelli 2008, RJN 2008). 

Ecology is a data-rich research domain with a long history of collabomtion 
and interdisciplinarity (Pickett, Kolasa and Jones 2007, Bocking this volume). 
Indeed, many ecological research activities arx observationally oriented and rely 
on the analysis and integmtion of many kinds of disciplinary data. It has been 
tmditional for individual ecological researchers or small research groups to collect 
data in short term projects (typically the length of a funding cycle) over small 
areas (even as small as one square metre) (Lewontin 2000, Michener and Brunt 
2000). But this is no longer sufficient to the task (Bowker 2006). Ecosystems 
change over larger chunks oftime and space than traditionally conceived (O'Neill 
200 I, Powell and Steele 1995). Ecological researchers now need to be able to use 
datasets constructed by others for different purposes; they need to be able not only 
to reach some kind of ontological accord between the disciplines about kinds and 
classifications of data to be shared (Bowker and Star 2000) but also to be able 
to trust data produced by others. Ongoing efforts to foster data sharing pmctices 
within the domain involve identification of barriers, development of incentives 
and design of coordination mechanisms (ESA 2009, NOAAlNESDIS 2008). 

Ecology is often depicted as a field in transition (Jones et aI. 2006, Borgman, 
Wallis and Enyedy 2008, Parker this volume) undergoing both a scientific 'pull' 
toward global science and a technical ' push' of cyberinfrastructure. The mix of data
intensive (large volumes of data genemted by high technology instrumentation) 
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and data-rich (diverse sets of data collected using manual techniques) presents 
researchers with an army of challenges in organizing, managing, synthesizing and 
curating data. Yet with all these challenges, still little is understood about the diverse 
ways scientists actually produce, manage and use data. In addition, the information 
infrastructure that could facilitate scientific work is also under-studied. 

Many facets of scientific pmctices are typically categorized as tacit knowledge 
or second-order 'technical' tasks (Polanyi 1967, Whitley 2000, Linde 2001). 
Wallis et al. (2008) point to. the cumulative effect of decisions made within each 
stage or category of work associated with the data lifecycle; for instance decisions 
made at the experimental design stage determine what data exist for analysis while 
decisions regarding calibmtion are essential to interpreting the data. These authors 
suggest making the full cycle of data more transparent for the parties involved 
(scientists, data managers, technologists, data curators, etc.). However, accurately 
documenting decisions made at each phase of data work is notoriously difficult 
especially when there are multiple user communities (Parsons and Duerr 2005). 
Technically called metadata production, this activity is far from being a purely 
technical task; metadata languages as well as ontologies are sociotechnical artefacts 
that embed many types of descriptive statements as lasting records (McDonough 

. 2008, Millerand and Bowker 2009). Metadata work requires expertise and is 
time-consuming, yet support and incentives for effective metadata production are 
genemlly lacking in scientific organizations. 

Ramifications of changing data pmctices for ecological data curation are 
under investigation (e.g. Karnsti and Baker 2008). In considering the need for 
data repositories, Baker and Yarmey (2009) distinguish three organizational 
arrangements: local repositories, synthetic centres and large-scale archives with 
their respective ' spheres-of-context' that parallel research-centred, resource
centred and reference-centred data collection categories (National Science 
Board 2005). Local or research-centred repositories are the products of one or 
more focused research projects and are intended to serve a specific group, often 
limited to immediate participants (e.g. Baker and Chandler 2008); data centres 
or resource-centred repositories serve a science community (e.g. Michener 
et al. 200 I, Romanello 2005); and archives or reference-centred repositories 
serve many scientific communities (e.g. NRC 2007). Conceptualizing a 'web of 
repositories' accounts for the interdependent relationships among the multiple 
organizational arrangements (Baker and Yarmey 2009). Repositories are 
developed in response to different needs, priorities and cultures and provide 
distinct views of the data. For instance, a local research-centred system enables 
community scientists to work with the data, and through use, data are reviewed 
and validated. A primary goal of the resource-centred data repository is to make 
data accessible at the broader scope of the domain, thereby enabling data reuse. 
A reference-centred repository's goal traditionally has been preservation and 
support of historical investigations. 

Though it is clear that there are opportunities to use advanced systems and 
technologies to facilitate the sbaring of research data, there are important issues 
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associated with the publication of data that technical systems will not easily solve 
(e.g. ethical concerns regarding intellectual property, data quality and fear of data 
misuse; cultural concerns about sensitive data handling such as with locations of 
endangered species; organizational issues such as lack of strategic planning for 
changes in data practices as well as lack of reward or support for a move from 
knowledge to data production). Birnholtz and Bietz (2003) identify two critical 
data related issues found across domains, the sharing behaviour among researchers 
and the diversity of contexts for metadata production. 

In ecology, several issues regarding data sharing have been detailed. For 
instance, the loss of information over time is recognized (Michener 2000) as is 
the role played by a detailed knowledge of the data setting in the understanding 
and assessment of the quality of data. Local knowledge is key to recovery of 
the local details that are so critical to the comprehension of data collected by 
others. Though there is a developing understanding of standards and standards
making (Hanseth et a1. 1996, Star and Larnpland 2009), attaining methodological 
standardization is difficult, if not impossible, in many instances (Zimmerman 
2008). An example case is the laborious work associated with the development of 
the Ecological Metadata Language that included' a dictionary for largely physical 
units (Millerand and Bowker 2009). With biological units of central concern in 
ecology, implementation of a dictionary demonstrates recognition of a community 
need; development of a dictionary of physical units could be viewed as a first step 
in addressing this need (Karasti, Baker and Millerand 20 I 0). 

10 thinking of technological developments for the support of science, a key 
idea from infrastructure studies is that an infrastructure neither emerges ex nihilo 
nor builds up in a straightforward way but rather develops in a particular setting 
and at a particular time, adjusting to, adapting or reshaping elements of the setting 
(Bowker et a1. 2010, Edwards et a1. 2007 ~ 2009). Recent work promotes the 
metaphor of' growing' an infrastructure in the sense of an organic unfolding rather 
than construction ofa thing according io a plan (Nardi and O'Day 1999, Jackson et 
a1. 2007). Lessons from the history of large-scale scientific projects reveal the value 
of 'organic' approaches to infrastructure because 'constructed' infrastructures fail 
to meet the users ' needs first, through failure to link successfully with technical, 
political andlor social systems and second, through inability to adapt to changing 
circumstances (Edwards et a1. 2009). Failure rates with digital configurations are 
high because innovations in changing environments are hard to plan or anticipate. 
This is relevant to current cyberinfrastructure initiatives launched within a 
context of changing data practices, organizational re-arrangements and emergent 
technological innovations. 

The concept of 'infrastructuring' developed by Star and Ruhleder (1996) 
and Star and Bowker (2002) to account for the complexity of infrastructure 
design and development, emphasizes the idea of an on-going and active process 
that the verb 'to infrastructure' aims at capturing. Infrastructuring is used 
largely as a comprehensive term that encompasses design activities associated 
with infrastructure development, including work performed by professional 
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designers as well as by users' participation in design and development activities, 
thus suggesting co-construction and participation as inherent components 
of infrastructure development (e.g. Karasti and Baker 2004, Pipek and Wulf 
2009, Bowker et a1. in press). The term 'infrastructuring' connotes a reflective 
enterprize that challenges common views of infrastructures as being inert, 
'already-there' and taken for granted. We use the term infrastructuring in this 
same line of argument; in this chapter we envision and explore developments 
for the support of collaboration through data sharing in ecology as an 
infrastructuring endeavour. 

The Long-Term Ecological Research network 

The Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER) network offers a rich and unique 
setting for ethnographic inquiry by providing multiple viewpoints not only on 
scientific practices that mobilize data uses and reuses (on a site level or network 
level) but also on collaboration configurations (individual researcher, laboratory, 
site, community, network). The LTER program is a distributed, heterogeneous 
network of several thousand research scientists and students. Formed in 1980, 
the network currently consists of 26 individual sites or research stations, each 
arranged around study of a particular habitat, for example, a hot desert region, 
a coastal estuary, a temperate pine forest or a marine ecosystem (Hobbie et al. 
2003). A broad mix of researchers exists at each site. Although ecologists share as 
a unifying theme the largely self-organizing system of ' Nature' and ecosystems, 
their expertise differs in terms of the object studied be it plankton or penguins, . 
species counts or nutrient flows. The tools and methods used in field sampling, 
sample analysis and data analysis also differ. The program's mission is to 
further understanding of environmental change through interdisciplinary, long
term collaboration. Development of the LTER was informed by programs that 
preceded it such as the International Geophysical Year (IGY) and the Ioternational 
Biological Program (IBP) (Callahan 1984, Golley 1993, Aronova, Baker and 
Oreskes submitted). 

The LTER network represents a collaborative science model that explicitly 
includes data management at each site. As a result each site in the network 
manages the research data produced locally via its own data collections, 
databases and information systems that comprise a site data repository. There 
is at least one information manager at each site actively involved in work with 
data. The network is an exemplar of distributed, loosely connected sites with 
independent information infrastructures that have grown and changed over time. 
In addition, there is a network office supporting the network. Data sharing and 
data reuse have a long tradition in the network; data management both within a 
site and across the sites took place almost from the inception of the network at 
which time data sharing took place via a simple exchange of handwritten notes. 
The network initiated an open data sharing policy in 2005 and has developed 
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a ' community approach' to d ta d· . 
Baker 2008, Baker et al. 2000~ an IOformatlOn management (Karasti and 
developments (Brunt et al. 2007).as well as to more recent cyberinfrastructure 

As LTER scientific focus evolved . 
management changed significantl lover tIme, data practices and information 
mstructed ' to network' (Callah ;98~) 1980 the SIX LTER research sItes were 
on developing a cross-site 'co an . ,. SCIentifically, there was an initial focus 
first decade, what might ~ cal~md un

th 
Ir:Dunadderstandmg of 'long-term'. During this 
e ec e of Long-Term' ··t d were aggregating data and dr. , .1 e ata managers 

from an informatics rs e ea 109 WIth legacy as well as continuing datasets so 
(Table 6.1). By the 1r;90~ ~Ive, thIS penod was a ' Decade of Time-Series Data' 
was providing enhanced func: number of Slles tnpled and the World Wide Web 
turned to an expanding unders:~lty fo; dlstnbuted work. Scientists' attention 
Scale' whl·le d ta 109 0 spatJai scales 10 a 'Decade of Large-

a managers address d th I . 
by adopting a policy of e e mu tl-faceted issue of data Sharing 

open access to prim'~ h d of metadata dun· h -J researc ata and development 
ng w at was a 'Decad f 0 S . , 

decade, the increased ex. eo. ata . . hanng . By the end of this 
<l3ta together with nerw:~~~~nt and re~ponslbJ/JlJes associated with site-based 
Management Committee to In£< e actlvllles, prompted a renaming of the Data 
of an information mana ormatJon Management Committee and the creation 
Participants focused as a g:~~~ vIsIon . statement (Baker et al. 2000). Network 
of the 2000-20 I 0 decade that LT~~ sOCloe~ologlcal research during the first half 
During this period th . , . sCIentIsts labelled the 'Decade of Synthesis' 

, e 1010nnatlOn manage t I . 
range of data-related issues inel d· d men ro e expanded to Cover a wider 
community is now in the midst u flOg . ata access and s.tandards-making. The 
situated, site-level data use and ':w ga~n;ng expenence WIth practices that span 
types and contributing to man n~a:r - evel d~ta reus~, managing multiple data 
'Decade of Data Integration'. y partnershIps dunng what can be called a 

Table 6_1 
Tbree decades oftbe LTER Network 

Decade Science Researcb Informatics 
Perspective Focus Penpective 1980-1990 Long-Term Multi-temporal Time-Series Data 

Interdisciplinary 

1990-2000 Network-themes 
Large-Scale Multi-spatial Data Sharing 

Cross~site 

2000-2010 Synthesis 
Communication 
Socio-ecological Data Integration 
Partnering 

Governance 
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In terms of research approach, we developed a longitudinal, qualitative analysis 
framework using ethnographic methods for data collection and a grounded theory 
lens for data analysis. We have a long-term engagement in the research setting that 
allowed us to 'follow scientists at work' (Latour and Woolgar 1979) for several 
years. Baker has a dual role as participant information manager working closely 
with ecological researchers (since 1990) while also maintaining the stance of an 
observer. Millerand began fieldwork in 2004 and started community participation 
as an action science researcher in that same year. Participant observation is the 
primary source of our ethnographic data with the goal of gathering detailed, in-depth 
description of everyday work and creating 'thick description' (Geertz 1973). Data 
collection was carried out for targeted LTER activities and anchored by work at two 
oceanographic LTER sites, Palmer Station and California Current Ecosystem. 

Ecology and ecological data 

The biotic environment is diverse, and the earth's web oflife is complex. Ecology 
considers this complex web as a whole, studying the distribution and abundance of 
organisms, their environment and the relations among them all (Odum and Barret 
2005, Pickett, Kolasa and Jones 2007). Ecological research addresses a wide 
array of spatial and temporal scales: from plots of land to the whole earth, from 
a moment in time to the long-term that ranges from historical past to predicted 
futures. In each research endeavour, measurements are made or modelled and data 
are collected or generated, representing some aspect of the earth as a biosphere. 

Ecological data are complex 

Scientists aim to discover scientific truth by taking and assembling data; they have 
similar understandings of bow to conduct fieldwork. It is, however, biologists and 
ecologists who understand the ways in which biological measurements model the 
realities of Nature's organisms and living systems; they recognize both patterns 
and anomalies in biological data. They share the proficiency to question, check and 
compare this data. Discourses are beginning to emerge that capture the complexity 
and contextualized aspects of data where data are recognized as objects or multi
stage processes and having interpretations and relationships. Today ecological 
researchers' understandings are frequently discerned and extracted from 
collections of messy, unruly and irregular data. In comparison, some disciplines 
are characterized by more homogeneous data and data structures (for instance in 
molecular biology) or by the predominance of physical data over biological data 
(for instance in climate science). While physical data typically refer back to one 
of seven basic unit types (length, mass, time, temperature, current, luminescent 
intensity and amount of substance), biological data are described by • wide array 
of units ranging from amount of particular substances per volume and rates of 
change over varying time intervals to abun~~ces of species, functional groups 
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and size classe~ grouped in a variety of manners. With living organisms unevenly 
dIstrIbuted, therr count is complicated by often poorly understood short-tenn annual 
and I~terannual migrations, reproduction cycles and patch dynamics. Further 
samphng of biological entities may lack the ubiquity of physical measurements' 
I.e. at every poi?t there is a temperature but not necessarily a biological organism: 
The het~rogenelty of data appears, however, not only in tenns of sampling issues 
but als.o IS mtroduced by collection methods, instrumentation, sampling frequency, 
field crrcumstances and analysis procedures. 

A description oflife on earth involves estimations of the abundances of a large 
vanety of organisms. But estimating the distribution and abundance of the biota 
across a system as large and diverse as the earth is no simple maner. Biologists use 
samplmg deSIgn to take mto account the uneven distribution characteristic of the 
blOhc realm. H~d-collection methods have been traditional though time-intensive 
and cost-prohlblhve as .well as having irregularities introduced by unanticipated 
field and analYSIS condlhons. EstJrnates of abundance such as population abundance 
may be obtamed m two ways: by direct observation of a sample (e.g. counts of 
number of organisms) ~d by indirect measures of quantity that are potentially 
more contmuous usmg mstruments configured for in-situ or remote sampling of 
a pro:"y (e.g. average bIOmass). Both methods involve a variety of factors that 
contnbute to sam.plmg error and variance that affects the accuracy and precision 
of estimates particularly with non-normal distributions. Experience with direct 
observations and indirect measures suggests that interpreting datasets of diverse 
types brought together a~ross mUltiple scales can be a research project in and of 
Itself,a taCIt underappreclated part of the scientific process of knowledge building. 
That IS, the mechanICS of assembling data in a central location differs from the 
frequently iterative work of processing and refonnaning data in order to be able to 
mterpret and 10 evaluate an integrated result. ... 

Circumstances differ for homogenous and heterogeneous data. When there is 
regulanty such as with data streams from moorings or satellites, the data analysis 
phase dlff~rs slgDlficantiy. from .that of hand-collected biological data. Early 
data-lOtenslve fieldwork mltlally mvolved instruments able to measure physical 
phenomena. In the case of a single, stable instrument or set of procedures, there 
may be extreme homogeneity in data in contrast to hand-collection methods 
that produce heterogeneous data typical in ecology. For example, in the case of 
oceanographIc field research, there is a contemporary emphasis on large-scale 
moored systems that contrast with more traditional ship-based sampling. And 
although shIps are large-scale platforms, they frequently carry a mix of researchers 
and a bevy of instrumentation that creates heterogeneous data from a myriad of 
samphng and analysis strategies. 

Dala analysis and dala cura/ion subcycles 

The full data lifecycle typically involves a number of tasks and activities that are 
iSsociated with different categories, phases or stages of the data work (Higgins 
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2008 Carlson and Anderson 2007). Categories of data work may include 
data 'sampling, capture, ingestion, description, appraisal, formatting, storage, 
transformation, exchange and delivery. Focus on anyone category results ID a 
category-specific way of understanding the data. To examine the proces~ of data 
production more closely, we begin by considering two very broad but dlStlDCt data 
categories: data analysis and data curation. . 

The data analysis subcycle captures the complexity of data .work occurrmg 
in hypothesis-driven arenas; this work is closely related to trad,llonal sCIentific 
knowledge production. Analysis is a research-centred undertaking focused on 
making data tractable and understandable as evidence supporting knowledge 
intended for publication in a journal. The data analysis subcycle includes: 

a. Field sampling in terms of quality assurance, sampling design and collection 

method; 
b. Sample analysis as pre-processing in tenns of experimental method, sample 

treatment and analysis method; 
c. Data analysis as pre-processing in terms of calculations, calibrations, 

quality control and data manipulations; 
d. Data contextualization as support for data sharing in terms of metadata 

generation and vocabulary development; and .. . 
e. Data processing involving calculations, derived products, vlsuahzatlon and 

publication or delivery of data. Participation in the data analYSIS subcycle 
results in a way of knowing data distinct from that asSOCIated WIth data 
taking or data curation (pickstone 200 I). 

The data curation subcycle may be envisioned as overlapping and co-located with 
the data analysis subcycle but may also be understood as occurring subsequently 
at multiple local andlor remote points in the lifecycle of data (Higgins 2008, Baker 
and Yanney 2009). Today's cyber-motivated expectation is that data eventually 
will flow unproblematically between data repositories from the SIte of ongm. 
When data are transported from their local environment, much of the measurement 
context and hence the understanding of related factors such as their variability and 
potential impact, is missing. Metadata is often presented as a solution en~bling 
meaningful data exchange and sharing. The term metadata has emerged ID the 
last decades to become part of the scientific vernacular. It is not unusual today to 
hear data description recognized as an important issue, a metadata issue. Metadata 
consists of descriptive statements. RIN (2008) reports 'metadata prOVIdes 
information about an information resource'. A metadata specification defines a 
structure for categorizing descriptive text; it represents a classification scheme that 
enables data discovery, exchange and integration. Metadata standards developed 
initially in support of data catalogues for which a general level of description 
may be adequate. This level of detail in metadata standards, however, leaves 
issues of differing resolution of data description unaddressed. For example, the 
general category 'methods' for capturing text descriJililg the data analysis subcycle 
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activities mentioned above provides no guidance about finer levels of description 
(Frey 2008). . 

In formalizing the data analysis and the data curation subcycles, metadata 
provides an opportunity to make visible and to organize knowledge currently 
held tacitly. We higblight data analysis and data curation as subcycles in order 
to capture the individual complexity of their iterative processes comprised of 
subsets of planned tasks and unexpected activities. Within the data analysis and 
data curation subcycles, the regularity of a well-defined sequence of steps may 
be disrupted by unanticipated irregularities. Throughout tbese subcycles there 
appear some generative or healthy tensions involving local context-sensitive 
impulses to accommodate and remote curation-driven impulses to standardize 
data differences together with the mix of analysis-intensive research impulses 
to learn from anomalies and data-intensive synthetic efforts to learn from 
patterns. 

Changing data practices 

The data analysis subcycle traditionally is hypothesis-driven with a focus on 
publication of scientific conclusions in print media rather than on sharing of 
data. With data policies changing to require publication of well-documented 
data, researchers are faced with developing and adjusting to new data practices. 
Along with planning and support for the well-established documentation . 
of scientific work via journal publication, planning and support for digital 
publication of datasets is needed. In this section we consider three cases of 
scientific pUblication where the first two are knowledge production processes 
with traditional scientific journal paper publication as outcomes (one associated 
with generation of primary data and the ot~r with reuse of existing data) and the 
third is distinguished as a dataset production process with the goal of publishing 
reusable data. -

Case I: Knowledge production process via data use 

Traditional knowledge production in environmental sciences may be summarized 
by the following over-simplified steps. This case involves field work and represents 
a sampling-based knowledge production process: 

(a) field sampling - (b) data analysis - (c) publication of journal article(s) 

Tbe process culminates with the sharing of knowledge in a variety of forms 
including often as a journal publication that may include data in tables and/ 
or graphs. Field sampling that is hypothesis-driven includes a data analysis 
subcyele and a consequent use of the data by a local researcher. Witb scientific 
researchers using the data for questions that informed the sampling design, 
they are fully engaged in assessment of the data and contributing to '1uality 
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control. Disciplinary researchers carry out the field sampling and data analysis 
as individuals and in collaboration with other researchers, data scientists, 
students, data technicians, data analysts, informatics specialists and/or data and 

information managers. 

Case 2: Knowledge production process via data reuse 

In this case field sampling is rendered unnecessary by the availability of existing 
data. Tbis case is a 'data-driven' knowledge production process: 

(a) data finding - (b) data analysis - (c) publication of journal article 

where the use of existing data is designated 'data reuse', differing from case I in 
terms of how data are obtained and knowledge constructed. In this case researcbers 
typically concerned with disciplinary as well as interdisciplinary data integration 
and synthesis carry out data analysis, frequently at larger spatial or temporal scales. 

Case 3: Data production process for data reuse 

In transitions to work with digital data, the possibility of online publication of 
datasets arises. This change, when conceived as a process mirroring traditional 
context-sensitive knowledge production based upon field sampling as in case I, 
results in a data production process described as follows: 

(a) field sampling - (b) data processing - (c) pUblication of dataset(s) 

In this configuration, the data work emphasis is on data processing and culminates 
with publication of a digital dataset available online. Data processing depends 
upon a well-documented set of procedures applied in a more or less standardized 
manner. Data processing involves carrying out both data analysis as well as 
organization and preparation for publication of data via inclusion in a data 
repository or submission to one of many developing online services. When a 
majority of sampling and analysis factors are held constant, case 3 may be referred 
to as 'dataset production' where the intent is to make data available as a well
documented dataset. Dataset publication depends upon a detailed description of 
the dataset in the form 'of metadata. 

Publication of datasets facilitates future cycles of reuse among researchers and 
across disciplines, greatly expanding potential collaborations. However, variations 
in the data analysis subcycle frequently defeat automated data processing plans 
due to unanticipated irregularities. Standardized procedures must be adjusted to 
accommodate underdeveloped or incomplete descriptions of sampling and analysis 
in addition to data differences requiring differing technical strategies. Further, tacit 
and implicit knowledge gathered in-situ pertaining to the sampling-specific context 
as part of the case I field experience, requires continuing articulation, documentation 
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and incorporation into explicit vocabularies for case 3. Until there are more mature 
vocabularies and processes for dealing with the complexities of heterogeneous 
biological data and recognized coordination mechanisms facilitating information 
visibility, update and exchange, it will be difficult for a remote user to evaluate the 
variety of shared datasets complete with all their associated biases and uncertainties. 

Challenges of data sharing In ecology 

Among the challenges of data sharing is the broadening of our understanding of 
data sharing from a one-time informal exchange to include planning for a more 
formal data production process. Such a change depends upon development of 
a situated infrastructure and of expertise relating to new types of work and re
distribution of work. We present examples of transitions from a dyad to a team 
for data work and of a 'network science' model that incorporates site-based 
infrastructure and accounts for scaling from local data use to large-scale data 
reuse. In the final section we draw upon the metaphor of a web of repositories and 
discuss how it influences data practices. 

Situated infrastructure development and expertise 

The growth of the LTER network provides an example of the development over 
time of independent information infrastructure at diverse research sites coordinated 
loosely as a network. We describe observations of transitions in organizational 
arrangements for data work in four stages (Figure 6.1). 
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Figure 6.1 Local data and Information management development 
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In light of the changes in expectations and scope of scientific questions that 
arise with data sharing, it is not surprising to find data practices changing. The 
variety of arrangements for data and information management that exist at sites 
constitute local information environments involving both technical infrastructure 
(data handling procedures and information systems) and associated expertise 
(information managers, programmers, etc.). Many data efforts begin with a focus 
on individual data files managed by a single individual who frequently has a history 
of working with a researcher in what may be referred to as a 'Dyad Model' (Figure 
6.1 [l]). When this individual takes on the responsibility of data handling for a 
number of researchers, transition to a 'Data Management Model' occurs (Figure 
6.l [2]). With a community of researchers, there are new types of communication 
and translation work along with multiple types of data. As a site matures, local 
collaborative activities increase creating new responsibilities such as establishing 
a data repository for access to multiple data collections and participating in cross
site activities. This wider spectrum of activities can be described as an 'Information 
Management Model' (Figure 6.1[3]). Some sites add personnel to augment their 
information management capabilities targeting specialized skills. The next stage of 
infrastructure development encompasses management of well-documented data, 
design of information systems, coordination with other scientific networks and 
new requirements to consider wider audiences (e.g. education, policy, public). An 
'Informatics Team Model' may develop in response to a growth in responsibilities. 
This multi-stage development from dyad to team represents a ' thickening' of a 
site's research-centred information infrastructure and creates a more complex 
infonnation environment. 

The distribution or redistribution of data work is central to changes in data 
handling arrangements and to the expertise involved with data decision-making. 
Traditionally an environmental scientist makes decisions throughout the full data 
lifecycle. Within a dyad, a researcher may work together with a technician or 
analyst to whom selected decisions in the data analysis subcycle are delegated. 
With the growth of a group or community, a broad range of decisions regarding 
data becomes the responsibility of a local information manager who generally 
has familiarity with the local data context. For data production, data handling and 
decision-making responsibilities shift as data work is carried out by information 
specialists who perform quasi-automated data processing while also checking and 
adjusting steps in the analysis process to identify and consider irregularities. 

When data are no longer available only to experts experienced with that particular 
data type and no longer associated with testing and validation work carried out 
in research-centred projects, data publishers are faced either with using existing 
methods of data and metadata delivery largely suitable for highly-structured, 
homogeneous data or with developing new methods of data organization and 
delivery in order to meet the goal of producing well-described data. The emergent 
role of information specialist brings with it a familiarity with the wide army of data 
types and an awareness of developments in the field of data description pertinent to 
avoidance of misconceptions that arise with heterogeneous biological data. 
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Within a research domain, data are understandable and data work tractable 
for a scientist with pre-existing knowledge and experience with data collecting, 
sampling and analysis. The information specialist as somewhat of an outsider 
- detached from the scientific hypothesis and the field sampling by virtue of focus 
on the data 'in the digital lab' - is able to facilitate dataset creation by providing 
quality control and by stabilizing ill-defined characteristics of data as part of the 
process of transforming a dataset into a stable, publishable data object. In preparing 
a dataset for publication, data production involves the work of metadata creation 
as well as structuring for data delivery. Delivery may involve data submission to 
one or more local or remote repositories. Data access is provided by development 
of interfaces of various types including file transfer protocols and web access 
for manual data downloads and/or web service for machine to machine access. 
When data are published, assembly with other data is possible and typically 
reveals the need for further work involving data description and interpretation. 
Data vocabularies frequently require translation in terms of reconsidering data 
categories, shoehorning irregular data into pre-defined classification schemes, 
addressing alternative metadata schemas and reformatting to meet data transport 
specifications (Lowry, Bermudez and Graybeal 2006). 

Network science 

The term 'network' is used broadly to describe interconnected events, processes, 
equipment, individuals and organizations; its ambiguity makes it useful in situations 
where 'relations between and among' are important. It may refer both to limiting 
and to theoretically unlimited circumstances. In establishing itself as a network, 
the LTER makes use of this powerful concept. While an early paper announced 
the focus on 'Long-term ecological researcjJ' (Callahan 1984), the title of an 
overview paper at the end of the first decade of LTER elaborated 'Contributions of 
the Long-Term Ecological Research Program: An expanded network of scientists 
sites and programs can provide crucial comparative analyses' (Franklin, Bledso; 
and Callahan 1990), making explicit the participants' view of the strength of the 
network approach. In growing from an initial set of six to a total of26 sites today, 
the LTER network illustrates the network characteristic of expandability. 

'Network science' refers to an organizational arrangement that enlarges 
the context of member sites through association with other sites tied together 
conceptually by a set of overarching scientific themes (Franklin, Bledsoe and 
Callahan 1990). The looseness of site associations creates an arena where there is 
flexibility to change over time. Weick (1979) provides insight into loose coupling 
as a mechanism that supports sensemaking as well as change by permitting 
dIfferent and even contradictory subsystems to coexist peacefully under the 
same label or organizational umbrella. Lorelli (2008) discusses network models 
that are either centralized or decentralized. LTER, along with other fields from 
historical studies to graph theory, foregrounds local-scales, connections and self
organization, framing discussions in tenns of networks rather than focusi~g on 
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scale (Westfall 2003, Watts 2003). The LTER maintains an emphasis on local
scale efforts including local information environments. Yet, by working together, 
the ensemble of individual sites represent a large-scale configuration. As such, 
the LTER case represents a model for growing 'Big Science' or 'Big Biology' 
from local-scale science (Zimmerman and Nardi this volume, Aronova, Baker 
and Oreskes submitted). 

Change within LTER does not occur abruptly but rather occurs through 
a continuing mix of activities, reviews, workshops and meetings involving 
participation from a diversity of members from each site. Trist (1997: 180) 
describes network structure: 

Networks constitute the basic social form that permits an inter-organizational 
domain to develop as a system of organizational ecology. Networks are 
unbounded social systems that are nonhierarchical ... They travel through the 
social groWld rather than between institutional figures. They cross-levels and 
cover the range from private to pUblic. They bring the most unexpected people 
into relevant contact so that nodes and temporary systems are fonned which 
become levers of change. 

Within the LTER network, such a structure enables unplanned encounters with 
the possibility of intellectual innovation, for instance at events such as LTER All 
Scientists Meetings and annual Science Council meetings where researchers from 
all sites engage in working group sessions. 

The LTER community has on-going projects that may be recognized as 
demonstrations of 'network science' activities. One example is the EcoTrends 
project (Peters 2008), a collaborative effort among state and federal agencies 
and institutions, at present primarily in the US, to make long-term ecological 
data easy to access, analyse and compare within and across sites. The project is 
designed to promote and enable the use and synthesis of long-term data through 
examination of trends in the Earth's ecosystems. Two specific outcomes involving 
all sites are planned, a book and a web portal providing data access, exploration 
and download. 

Injrastructuring ecology 

With larger research teams and requirements for data publication, comes a 
formalizing of the data analysis subcycle and infrastructure developments (e.g. 
metadata-based information systems, standards-based structures and standards
making activities) that enrich local data practices and define information 
environments. We discuss two main points in this section as key challenges for data 
sharing in ecology. First, data publication is commonly defined as a problem that 
can be solved as a technical task though there are important social, organizational 
and institutional aspects 10 consider. Further, the scientist and information specialist 
roles in the publication process are under-estimated even when metadata work is 
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delegated (perhaps to curators at remote locations). And second, organizational 
arrangements are required that take into account relations between data in the 
differing locations of a web of repositories. While 'supersized' efforts tend to 
overshadow other arrangements, we argue that local information infrastructure 
plays an essential role, particularly in 'network science' configurations. 

Data providers sometimes see the issue of data sharing as one that goes to 
the heart of science and as accompanied by a responsibility to fully describe 
published results. If data are to become a published result, it is essential that data 
are 'well-documented' so as to be interpretation ready. The processing, analysis 
and interpretation of data that are part of the scientific research process itself _ 
requiring skill and insight to validate - must be captured and recorded in some 
form as metadata. Traditionally, data have been shared by informal communication 
among peers so articulation work is required to make explicit the contextualization 
for metadata (Linde 200 I, Latour and Woolgar 1979). Resistance from scientists 
to share their research data is often presented as one of the main challenges to 
scientific collaboration (Costello 2009, ESA 2009). Reluctance to share bas been 
identified as including a fear of not receiving adequate acknowledgement or 
benefit from personal efforts (Birnholtz and Beitz 2003). We suggest, however, 
that the taxonomy of data-sharing behaviour is incomplete; there are additional 
reasons for resistance that go beyond data ownership and intellectual property 
issues. There are scientifically salient concerns about the lack of maturity of data 
classification efforts, the risk of misinterpretation of complex data and inadequate 
support for local information environments that limit response-ability. A resistance 
to propagating ill-described data to an audience unfamiliar with the field's data 
handling issues is an emerging concern. This concern appears subsequent to 
an early surge of optimism that assumed technology would solve problems in 
assembling digital data, a period during which non-sharers have been labeled 
' uncooperative' and perceived as 'data hoarders' . Description of complex data is 
the subject of ongoing research as experience grows with rule-based logic, shared 
vocabularies, domain ontologies and community semantics. 

The concept of 'distance-from-data-origin' described by Baker and Yarmey 
(2009) provides a mechanism for distinguishing two categories of data repositories, 
both carrying out work associated with the data Iifecycle. Data handling at local 
sites is associated with data collecting by researchers who planned or know of the 
original intended use of the data. Data handling at sites that are 'remote' focuses 
on obtaining data collections and preparations for their reuse. Examples of remote 
sites include disciplinary centers such as the National Ocean Data Center or the 
National Center for Ecological Analysis Synthesis and the National Oceanographic 
Data Center. The distance involved is presented as a sociotechnical distance rather 
than a geometric distance, with differing characterizations of data handling at 
local sites and remote centres. The data analysis subcycle captures the data work 
Occurring at local repositories (as described by case I: knowledge production 
process for data use). In counterpoint, the data curation subcycle dominates at 
remote data repositories with a focus on data reuse. When data are tran~ported 
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beyond the site of data origin, data decisions generally are made by technologists, 
curators and data specialists at centers or archives that due to their larger scope 
consider issues at a higher level of organization and with an emphasis on data 
similarities. This view provides insights from the perspective of comparative 
and statistical analysis. Information infrastructuring includes establishing and 
maintaining or adjusting the arrangements required to facilitate data publication in 
repositories through support of the full data cycle, that is, both data analysis and 
data curation subcycles in local and remote repositories, respectively. 

A multi-level configuration for data handling, in this case local (by information 
managers) and remote (by data specialists at centres or archives) depends upon the 
existence of a fully-formed infrastructure consisting of at least three components: 
a local information environment with its attendant deep knowledge of local 
contexts and data practices; a remote centre with its attendant communication 
procedures and data standards; and finally, some type of negotiated relations 
between the two. With exchange between local and remote sites, there arises the 
concept of federation where federation is defined as the act of uniting multiple 
states or sites where each retains control over its own internal affairs. Federation 
of data repositories entails extending information infrastructure to provide 
ooordination between repositories. 

There has been continued and new funding for remote repositories -
disciplinary centres of excellence, national "archives and libraries - that has 
stimulated development of resource-centred repositories both conceptually and 
technologically. As data curation models have marured, more of the facets and 
interdependencies of the work have been identified. Data curators, frequently 
detached from local projects and the data analysis subcycle, carry out mediation 
and translation; they are often concerned with reuse of the data rather than with 
the original intended use. While resource-centred data curation focuses on broader 
cross-comparative views and larger scale data resolutions, research-centred data 
analysis addresses a wide range of scales, resolutions and irregular cases. Thus, we 
see advantages to taking into account the support of an active local infrastructure 
as one component of a multi-component network model. In contrast to a more 
traditional pipeline model of data travelling linearly from individual collector to 
a single centralized system (Baker and Millerand 2007), a ' web of repositories' 
network model recognizes contributions made by multiply-conoected, diverse 
components - local and remote. 

Conclusions 

By facilitating the move of heterogeneous ecological datasets into the digital realm, 
information infrastrucrure growth makes evident a great deal about the complexity 
of data and of collaboration. Critical elements for scientific collaboration are the 
recognition of the roies and the sociotechnical dimensions associated with both 
data and infrastructure. 
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Understanding and documenting the differences in data requires continuing 
work by ecological researchers in partnership with information specialists with 
particular focus on the data analysis subeycle. While expectations for data sharing 
and data publication are already in place, there is further mediation of the data 
required in terms of processing, testing and assessment - in addition to innovation 
in addressing unanticipated data and infrastructure issues. Traditionally there 
has been little interest and little time for considering data documentation and 
organization explicitly. As a consequence, distinctions between types of data work 
and knowledge production processes are under-studied resulting in an under
appreciation of the work involved in online dataset publication. 

In miling data public, there are questions with respect to what data and what 
form of the data to make public. For instance, a non-biologist may want to work 
with data that have been severely quality controlled while a biologist familiar 
with the data at hand may prefer not to have data anomalies pre-interpreted and 
filtered out. When thinking about data policies, people traditionally focus on what 
is being withheld (the desire to keep data private), but another way of thinking 
about policy is with respect to what is best provided. As this topic develops, 
so too must data provenance, not just in terms of concern with individual and 
organizational credit but also more broadly including the full history of decision
making associated with the data. As Bowker puts it: 'What is needed is a record of 
processes as well as a record of facts' (with facts being data here) in order to have 
usable data available (Bowker 2001: 664). Needed are methods for describing 
and documenting data quality, an underdeveloped area of increasing importance 
if data are to circulate. 

Funding opportunities influence developments in scientific data sharing and 
infrastructure growth. NSF added a second criterion for evaluation of scientific 
research in 1997 to the original one o( intellectual merit in order to stimulate 
new types of learning and wider engagement. The second criterion addresses 
broader impacts and has implications for growth of information infrastructure 
as well as a growth of scientific networks. It provides a new framework when 
issues of data and infrastructure are considered central to 'broader impacts" 
rather than as peripheral. The lack of such a framing is evident in a recent 
explanation of the criterion that details the 'benefits of the proposed activity 
to society' and the need to 'analyze, interpret and synthesize research and 
education results in formats understandable and useful for non-scientists' 
(NSF 2007b). There is an assumption here of the ability to collaborate with 
non-science communities at a time when collaboration within scientific 
communities is limited by existing data practices and lack of infrastructure. It 
is worthwhile to take note that data access is a new practice; it is a new benefit 
not only to society but to scientific communities as well. Thus in addition 
to the broader impacts criterion supporting 'training and outreach' focused 
on society, the second criterion could be expanded in terms of ' training and 
outreach' focused on 'science and society' or, alternatively, a third criterion 
could be added specifically pertaining to data and information. Hi!)hlighting 
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information literacy together with information dissemination would stimulate 
and support new types of information environments, effectively expanding the 
reach of 'broader impacts' to include new types of collaboration, learning and 
infrastructure within scientific and public communities alike. 

There is a need for information infrastructure; there is need for diverse 
types of information infrastructure. Growth of in-situ, local-scale infrastructure 
addresses issues relating to data production of heterogeneous ecological data 
at research sites and supports development of processes for sharing datasets on 
a larger scale, both within a research community and across a domain. New 
responsibilities and roles are associated with new types of data, data work and 
knowledge production. Development within the LTER (Figure 6.1), illustrates 
scientific arrangements for data that .require thinking about data practices and 
scientific work in new ways. Simple notions of data sharing are developing 
into an understanding of data publication involving a variety of types of data 
repositories and of information environments concerned with assembly, exchange 
and curation of data. 

Cyberinfrastructure initiatives carry lots of promises in terms of potentially 
leading to more global science - given changed methods and research objectives. 
However, these efforts are nascent and their impacts complex to assess. Our study 
focuses on situated infonnation infrastructures and infonnation environments 
as elements that support collaborative scientific research within an ecological 
research community configured as a scientific network able to address larger-scale 
science questions. The concept of infrastructuring captures the ongoing, active 
process of growing and (re)negotiating relations between sites in a network as 
well as between local and remote data repositories at a time when information 
management is grappling with classification and description of complex biological 
data. Failing to take account of complexity in data (the types and structures, the 
sampling and analysis differences, the biases and errors) and in metadata (the 
tacit, contextual and procedural) leads one to plan solutions rather than developing 
continuing, collaborative processes. Participants preparing cybetinfrastructure 
- grids, hubs and automated systems - today frequently have large-scale, 
standards-based models in mind that involve archives and data centres for maldng 
data available. While large-scale undertaldngs dominate current infrastructure 
development planning for science envisioned as 'Big Science' , our ethnographic 
account of local-scale infrastructure development illustrates the variety that 
exists in the information infrastructure landscape. Rather than an alternative to 
cyberinfrastructure, development of local-scale, research-centred infrastructureS 
may be understood as complementary efforts supporting the local use of data 
and the continuing identification of data characteristics and practices critical to 
publication of data. Diverse, evolutionary infrastructure arrangements and new 
data practices can facilitate scientific collaborations that depend upon the sharing 
of high quality data. 
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Foreword 

Science studies scholars of the 1960s and 1970s first glimpsed the extent and 
significance of scientific collaboration through networks of co-authorship derived 
from the by-lines of articles. In some cases these data were gathered laboriously 
by undergraduate research assistants who transcribed information from articles, 
while in other cases the data were obtained through the less visible labor of 
the staff of the Institute for Scientific Information, which published Science 
Citation Index (in bi-monthly paperback volumes that were aggregated into an 
annual hardcover). Whatever the means, the effort was justified by the central 
role .collaboration was understood to play in structuring science and shaping 
the conduct of research. At the time, the driving concern of science studies was 
to define and depict the fundamental social structures of science: the array of 
disciplines, specialties, research schools, and such that constituted the community 
of scientists and patterned their infonnal communications, publication decisions, 
career trajectories, choice of research problems and methods. and access to 
iesources. Such studies of patterned interaction and structure, accumulated 
over time, afforded insight into the dynamics of science. Since publication is 
the existential act of science, and publications are the artifact that remains as 
evidence that the existential research act was consummated, scholars of the 
day reasonably analyzed the co-authorship of articles in order to discover tbe 
collaborative patterns that constitute the structure and genealogy of science. 

Even with the crude tools of the day we were stunned by what we found. 
Network tecboiques applied to bibliometric data revealed durable and dynamic 
patterns of association that indicated the birth of a specialty, the formation of 
opposing research schools, the artival of trans disciplinary pioneers, the departures 
of the disenchanted, and, on rare occasion, the metamorphosis of a specialty into 
a fully-fledged scientific discipline. Collaboration, we knew, was the conjugal act 
that drove such processes; co-authorship was its residue, something one analyzed, 
almost arcbaeologically, for residual clues to a process we could only dimly 
perceive. But that was then ... 

Ensuing decades witnessed an explosion of perceptive and systematic studies 
of the process and substance of scientific work: life in the laboratory, replete 
with inscription and brico/age, do-able problems fashioned of epistemic things, 
llCientists wrestling with their ensembles of research tecboologies and the essential 
tensions of collaborative work. Driven by a complex of intellectual, technical, 
and policy forces, collaboration has become the generative act of contemporary 
science. and in consequence studies of collaboration are moving from the 
peripbery toward the center of analysis in science ~~dies . Progress in this line of 
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inquiry will require an accumulation of studies informed by history and theory 
and motivated by policy and practice that carefully situate their subjects in the 
spaces of science, methodology, geography, composition, motivation, and more. 
To this end, editors John N. Parker, Niki Vermeulen, and Bart Penders have 
curated some varied and revealing specimens of Collaboration in the New Life 
Sciences, drawn from the dynamic fields of ecology and oceanography, genomics 
and systems biology, proteomics, toxicology, and bioinformatics. From these 
perceptive chapters we learn how nature, data, and purpose shape scientific 
collaboration, how new research technologies and extensive collaborative 
networks-the growing scale and scope of science-frame the organization of 
inquiry, how the confluence of diverse intellectual currents change the work 
arrangements of scientists, and how properties of place, on the globe and in 
the intellectual firmament, alter the circumstances and conduct of science. In 
all, these detailed and insightful studies of scientific collaboration will help us 
embark upon rich and generative pathways of inquiry. 

We are now about a decade into what some have called the century of the 
life sciences. Powerful theories aspire to integrate evolution, development, and 
environment into a grand synthesis that connects the origins of species with 
the development of individuals, embedded within dynamic ecosystems driven 
by complex and coupled human and biogeophysical systems: a Grand Unified 
Theory oflife. Whether the goal is ever reached may matter less than the audacity 
of its pursuit: in this quest the life sciences will develop research technologies 
of unparalleled scope and precision, exploring the intimate dynamics of genes, 
proteins, and their constituents while monitoring ecosystems of unprecedented 
size and complexity at resolutions and for durations unimaginable just a few 
decades ago. Cyber-enabled technologies will allow such data to be stored, 
integrated, analyzed, and modeled by teams of scientists working together at 
times and apart at other times, sometimes synchronously and sometimes not. 
Climate change, resource scarcity, and economic demands in the developed 
and developing world increase the stakes and add urgency and gravity to the 
endeavor. To effect the interdisciplinary synthesis, to work with massive and 
complex data, to meet the demands of policy and decision makers, and to engage 
diverse publics will require modes of collaboration more extensive and involved 
than any seen to date. 

Collaboration will create the new life sciences and, in tum, the quest for 
these new sciences will create new forms of collaboration, new means of doing 
science, and new ways of being a scientist. Science studies will be present at 
the creation of these new sciences and new ways of doing science: no longer 
is the study of collaboration relegated to the archaeology of publications or an 
outsider's occasional foray into the laboratory, but it is becoming a welcome and 
valuable component of the process of innovation in the organization and conduct 
of research. For those of us who lived and survived the uscience wars," this is 
vindication and victory of the most powerful variety. Our growing engagement 
with science and its publics promises not only to generate rich empirical material 
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that will advance knowledge, but also to impose new responsibilities on the 
science studies community as Our colleagues in the sciences, in science policy. 
among decision makers, and in the wider public look to us for guidance in meeting 
the challenges ahead. 

Professor Edward J. Hackett 
Arizona State University 
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